The Blue Whale does exactly that. You think you know blue whales. Poor thing. You have much to learn. Jenni Desmond celebrates in the marvelous nonfiction children’s book The Blue Whale a loving science lullaby about our planet’s biggest creature, and a beautiful addition to the finest children’s books celebrating science.

A work of nonfiction that understands that true expertise is born out of curiosity. Filtering the storyline through one inquisitive young child, Desmond joyfully presents facts about the earth’s largest mammal in a manner that is both accessible and engaging, and will definitely spark the reader’s curiosity.

This book is dedicated to the wonderful students of Ms. Waksman’s first grade class. This book was created and published on StoryJumper, Inc. All rights reserved. Publish your own children’s book: www.storyjumper.com. Written and illustrated by Armando Prieto and the students of Ms. Waksman’s class. A Blue whales are found on every ocean including the cold waters of the ocean, Antarctic. 4. The blue whale (Balaenoptera musculus) is a marine mammal belonging to the baleen whale suborder Mysticeti. Reaching a maximum confirmed length of 29.9 meters (98 feet) and weight of 173 tonnes (190 tons), it is the largest animal known to have ever existed. The blue whale’s long and slender body can be various shades of grayish-blue dorsally and somewhat lighter underneath. Blue Whale Books, Charlottesville, Virginia. 565 likes · 26 talking about this. Selling used and rare books, old maps and prints from the 1500s through...Â Blue Whale Books. Bookstore in Charlottesville, Virginia. Closed Now. Our Story. If you need to contact us please call 434-296-4646 or email order@bluewhalebooks.com. Please do NOT See More. A nonfiction picture book, The Blue Whale draws children into the life and world of this enormous whale by situating facts within a familiar context that is fun and engaging. Here, readers are given the actual size of an eye right on the page, and we are informed how understand this whale’s body size in relation to trucks, cars, milk bottles, and hippos! With an accurate A nonfiction picture book, The Blue Whale draws children into the life and world of this enormous whale by situating facts within a familiar context that is fun and engaging. I loved the illustration of the blue whale’s mouth with 50 people standing in its lower jaw! Hoping Jenni Desmond decides to do more books with a nonfiction flair. This is a must own.